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publisher description in may 1804 meriwether lewis
william clark and their corps of discovery set out on a
journey of a lifetime to explore and interpret the
american west the lewis and clark expedition day by day
follows this exploration with a daily narrative of
their journey from its starting point in illinois in
1804 to its successful return to st louis in september
1806 this accessible chronicle presented by lewis and
clark historian gary e moulton depicts each riveting
day of the corps of discovery s journey drawn from the
journals of the two captains and four enlisted men this
volume recounts personal stories scientific pursuits
and geographic challenges along with vivid descriptions
of encounters with native peoples and unknown lands and
discoveries of new species of flora and fauna this
modern reference brings the story of the lewis and
clark expedition to life in a new way from the first
hoisting of the sail to the final celebratory dinner
book iv 2 41 of the thucydides history of the
peloponnesian war concerns the events of the campaign
fought at pylos and the island of sphacteria between
the athenians and the spartans in 425 bc j b wilson s
much cited edition includes a greek text and
translation followed by supplementary tets originally
published dallas southern methodist university press
2005 this book is a narrative which has been prepared
from official papers and from journals of the officers
and men of the expedition as well as from valuable
private contributions acknowledged in the text the
thread of the story of the polaris has been drawn
chiefly from a compilation made by mr r w d bryan the
astronomer of the expedition the incidents of the ice
floe party have been furnished by the journals and
notebooks of geo e tyson assistant navigator and of
others with him on the floe and by the testimony given
before the board organized by the secretary of the navy
june 5 1873 psycinfo database record c 2012 apa all
rights reserved when the atlas of the lewis and clark
expedition appeared in 1983 critics hailed it as a
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publishing landmark in western history fully living up
to the promise of the first volume were the second
volume which began the actual journals and brought the
expedition through its first year to august 1804 and
the third volume which brought the explorers through a
winter at fort mandan present north dakota and to april
1805 this eagerly awaited fourth volume begins on april
7 1805 when meriwether lewis and william clark and
their permanent party set out from fort mandan
traveling up river along the banks of the missouri for
the first time they entered country never explored by
whites with the help of the shoshone indian woman
sacagawea they hoped to make friendly contact with her
people then cross the rocky mountains and eventually
reach the pacific they were to spend the rest of the
spring and the early summer toiling up the missouri or
around its perilous falls along the way they
encountered grizzly bears cataloged new species of
plants and animals and mapped rivers and streams
sacagawea recognized landmarks meeting her people
became the next great concern of the expedition when
they reached the three forks of the missouri in late
july superseding the last edition published early in
this century the current edition contains new materials
discovered since then it expands and updates the
annotation to take account of the most recent
scholarship on the many subject touched on by the
journals the greatest historian that ever lived such
was macaulay s verdict on thucydides c 460 400 bc and
his history of the peloponnesian war the momentous
struggle between athens and sparta as rival powers and
political systems that lasted for twenty seven years
from 431 to 404 bc involved virtually the whole of the
greek world and ended in the fall of athens thucydides
himself was a participant in the war to his history he
brings an awesome intellect brilliant narrative and
penetrating analysis of the nature of power as it
affects both states and individuals of his own work
thucydides wrote i shall be content if my history is
judged useful by those who will want to have a clear
understanding of what happened and such is the human
condition will happen again it was composed as a
permanent legacy not a showpiece for a single hearing
so it has proved of the prose writers of greece and
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rome thucydides has had more lasting influence on
western thought than all but plato and aristotle this
new edition combines a masterly translation with
comprehensive supporting material about the series for
over 100 years oxford world s classics has made
available the widest range of literature from around
the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s
commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including
expert introductions by leading authorities helpful
notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more during the peloponnesian
war the athenians occupied the promontory of pylos to
counter sparta s repeated invasions of attica over two
days of fighting the small garrison beat off the
spartan army and the returning athenian fleet won a
crushing victory in the nearby waters stranding a
contingent of elite spartan hoplites on the island of
sphacteria with the campaigning season drawing to a
close the athenians mounted an attack on the island
using an unconventional amphibious night assault they
overran the spartan outpost covering the beaches and
light armed missile troops landed at daybreak in
overwhelming numbers the spartans were slowly driven
back to their stronghold losing men steadily as they
were prevented from engaging in the hand to hand
fighting at which they excelled with their commander
dead and his deputy incapacitated by wounds the 292
survivors surrendered this was a surprising blow to the
spartans glorious reputation and these prestigious
prisoners of war served the athenians very well as
bargaining counters in the diplomatic activity that
punctuated the hostilities that continued for the next
four years a detailed overview of the tumultuous events
of this pivotal period in which a divided rome was
plagued by assassination civil wars and invading hordes
this ambitious series offers a comprehensive narrative
of late roman military history from 284 641 each volume
gives a detailed account of the changes in organization
equipment strategy and tactics among both the roman
forces and their enemies in the relevant period while
also giving a detailed but accessible account of the
campaigns and battles this third volume analyzes in
great detail the pivotal years of 395 425 it was then
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that the mighty roman empire faced the great migrations
while being wracked by civil wars in 395 the task of
defending the roman empire fell on the great
generalissimo stilicho he faced a series of hostile
bureaucrats emperors usurpers and foreign foes until he
was killed in a conspiracy in 409 his death led to an
event that shook up the empire to its very core the
city of rome fell to the visigoths of alaric in 410 the
book shows why this happened and how and why the
germanic tribes were able to settle inside the borders
of the empire this however is not the entire picture in
contrast to the west romans the east romans survived
the civil wars and faced the germans huns and persia
successfully why it was so and why were the east romans
able to take control also of west rome in 425 the
information in this book will give history buffs much
to consider and debate praise for military history of
late rome 425 457 an outstanding work the series gives
us a very good picture of the long process that has
come to be known as the fall of rome this is an
invaluable read for anyone with an interest in late
antiquity the nymas review the first of four volumes
which examine non ferrous precious and base metal
mining metallurgy and minting in the middle ages
encompasses the history of these activities during the
years 425 1125 it describes the shift in the focus of
world precious metal production from the western roman
empire 350 to the sassanid and byzantine empires 350
650 and central asia 480 930 central asia dominated for
almost half a millennium world precious and base metal
production before output collapsed and an industrial
diaspora caused the foci of silver and gold production
to shift to europe and sub saharan africa respectively
930 1125 mining activity in central asia 480 930 is
examined in depth as is also its impact on local
society and the distribution of precious metals from
there to china india and south east asia asia minor and
via the trans pontine steppes to europe it also
explores the impact of this flow of sassanid islamic
silver and gold on european mining and monetary systems
when that trade was at its height 560 930 and the
response of the europeans to the great osilver famineo
occasioned by the collapse of central asian production
930 1125 es gibt nun eine neue publikation die alles
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zusammenfasst was wir derzeit uber die grundlagen der
mittelalterlichen munzpragung wissen uber die
metallerzeugung und die pragung a eine fundgrube an
interessanten hintergrundinformationen a dieses buch
ist ein absolutes muss fur jeden der sich intensiv mit
mittelalterlichen munzen und der damit verbundenen
handelsgeschichte beschaftigen will munzen revue vol 2
afro european supremacy 1125 1225 vol 3 continuing afro
european supremacy 1250 1450 franz steiner 2001 this is
an annotated list of about 7500 names of plants mostly
latin binomials that have been generated during the
last 200 years as a result of the activities of an
official spanish expedition devoted to natural history
that began its work in mexico in 1787 and closed out
its work in the new world in 1803 the relevant names
whether officially published or existing only as
manuscript names are those that usefully can be
documented to some degree in order that a researcher
may hope to identify the plant to which a name applies
identification of the plants may be possible if their
original geographic source is known if an associated
carefully drawn description detailed illustration or a
preserved specimen is available or from a combination
of the above
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United States Exploring Expedition
1858

publisher description

The U.S. Naval Astronomical
Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere
During the Years 1849,-50,-51,-52
1856

in may 1804 meriwether lewis william clark and their
corps of discovery set out on a journey of a lifetime
to explore and interpret the american west the lewis
and clark expedition day by day follows this
exploration with a daily narrative of their journey
from its starting point in illinois in 1804 to its
successful return to st louis in september 1806 this
accessible chronicle presented by lewis and clark
historian gary e moulton depicts each riveting day of
the corps of discovery s journey drawn from the
journals of the two captains and four enlisted men this
volume recounts personal stories scientific pursuits
and geographic challenges along with vivid descriptions
of encounters with native peoples and unknown lands and
discoveries of new species of flora and fauna this
modern reference brings the story of the lewis and
clark expedition to life in a new way from the first
hoisting of the sail to the final celebratory dinner

The U. S. Naval Astronomical
Expedition to the Southern
Hemisphere, During the Years
1849-50-51-52 1855

book iv 2 41 of the thucydides history of the
peloponnesian war concerns the events of the campaign
fought at pylos and the island of sphacteria between
the athenians and the spartans in 425 bc j b wilson s
much cited edition includes a greek text and
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translation followed by supplementary tets

Field & Stream 1999

originally published dallas southern methodist
university press 2005

Review of the Results of the
Antarctic Ozone Expedition 1988

this book is a narrative which has been prepared from
official papers and from journals of the officers and
men of the expedition as well as from valuable private
contributions acknowledged in the text the thread of
the story of the polaris has been drawn chiefly from a
compilation made by mr r w d bryan the astronomer of
the expedition the incidents of the ice floe party have
been furnished by the journals and notebooks of geo e
tyson assistant navigator and of others with him on the
floe and by the testimony given before the board
organized by the secretary of the navy june 5 1873
psycinfo database record c 2012 apa all rights reserved

International Indian Ocean
Expedition, USC&GS Ship Pioneer, 1964
1969

when the atlas of the lewis and clark expedition
appeared in 1983 critics hailed it as a publishing
landmark in western history fully living up to the
promise of the first volume were the second volume
which began the actual journals and brought the
expedition through its first year to august 1804 and
the third volume which brought the explorers through a
winter at fort mandan present north dakota and to april
1805 this eagerly awaited fourth volume begins on april
7 1805 when meriwether lewis and william clark and
their permanent party set out from fort mandan
traveling up river along the banks of the missouri for
the first time they entered country never explored by
whites with the help of the shoshone indian woman
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sacagawea they hoped to make friendly contact with her
people then cross the rocky mountains and eventually
reach the pacific they were to spend the rest of the
spring and the early summer toiling up the missouri or
around its perilous falls along the way they
encountered grizzly bears cataloged new species of
plants and animals and mapped rivers and streams
sacagawea recognized landmarks meeting her people
became the next great concern of the expedition when
they reached the three forks of the missouri in late
july superseding the last edition published early in
this century the current edition contains new materials
discovered since then it expands and updates the
annotation to take account of the most recent
scholarship on the many subject touched on by the
journals

The Swedish Cyprus Expedition:
pt.3.The Hellenistic and Roman
periods in Cyprus,by O.Vessberg and
A.Westholm 1972

the greatest historian that ever lived such was
macaulay s verdict on thucydides c 460 400 bc and his
history of the peloponnesian war the momentous struggle
between athens and sparta as rival powers and political
systems that lasted for twenty seven years from 431 to
404 bc involved virtually the whole of the greek world
and ended in the fall of athens thucydides himself was
a participant in the war to his history he brings an
awesome intellect brilliant narrative and penetrating
analysis of the nature of power as it affects both
states and individuals of his own work thucydides wrote
i shall be content if my history is judged useful by
those who will want to have a clear understanding of
what happened and such is the human condition will
happen again it was composed as a permanent legacy not
a showpiece for a single hearing so it has proved of
the prose writers of greece and rome thucydides has had
more lasting influence on western thought than all but
plato and aristotle this new edition combines a
masterly translation with comprehensive supporting
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material about the series for over 100 years oxford
world s classics has made available the widest range of
literature from around the globe each affordable volume
reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing
the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable
features including expert introductions by leading
authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to
date bibliographies for further study and much more

The British Expedition to the Crimea
1877

during the peloponnesian war the athenians occupied the
promontory of pylos to counter sparta s repeated
invasions of attica over two days of fighting the small
garrison beat off the spartan army and the returning
athenian fleet won a crushing victory in the nearby
waters stranding a contingent of elite spartan hoplites
on the island of sphacteria with the campaigning season
drawing to a close the athenians mounted an attack on
the island using an unconventional amphibious night
assault they overran the spartan outpost covering the
beaches and light armed missile troops landed at
daybreak in overwhelming numbers the spartans were
slowly driven back to their stronghold losing men
steadily as they were prevented from engaging in the
hand to hand fighting at which they excelled with their
commander dead and his deputy incapacitated by wounds
the 292 survivors surrendered this was a surprising
blow to the spartans glorious reputation and these
prestigious prisoners of war served the athenians very
well as bargaining counters in the diplomatic activity
that punctuated the hostilities that continued for the
next four years

The Kilima-Njaro Expedition 1886

a detailed overview of the tumultuous events of this
pivotal period in which a divided rome was plagued by
assassination civil wars and invading hordes this
ambitious series offers a comprehensive narrative of
late roman military history from 284 641 each volume
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gives a detailed account of the changes in organization
equipment strategy and tactics among both the roman
forces and their enemies in the relevant period while
also giving a detailed but accessible account of the
campaigns and battles this third volume analyzes in
great detail the pivotal years of 395 425 it was then
that the mighty roman empire faced the great migrations
while being wracked by civil wars in 395 the task of
defending the roman empire fell on the great
generalissimo stilicho he faced a series of hostile
bureaucrats emperors usurpers and foreign foes until he
was killed in a conspiracy in 409 his death led to an
event that shook up the empire to its very core the
city of rome fell to the visigoths of alaric in 410 the
book shows why this happened and how and why the
germanic tribes were able to settle inside the borders
of the empire this however is not the entire picture in
contrast to the west romans the east romans survived
the civil wars and faced the germans huns and persia
successfully why it was so and why were the east romans
able to take control also of west rome in 425 the
information in this book will give history buffs much
to consider and debate praise for military history of
late rome 425 457 an outstanding work the series gives
us a very good picture of the long process that has
come to be known as the fall of rome this is an
invaluable read for anyone with an interest in late
antiquity the nymas review

The Kilima-Njaro Expedition 1886

the first of four volumes which examine non ferrous
precious and base metal mining metallurgy and minting
in the middle ages encompasses the history of these
activities during the years 425 1125 it describes the
shift in the focus of world precious metal production
from the western roman empire 350 to the sassanid and
byzantine empires 350 650 and central asia 480 930
central asia dominated for almost half a millennium
world precious and base metal production before output
collapsed and an industrial diaspora caused the foci of
silver and gold production to shift to europe and sub
saharan africa respectively 930 1125 mining activity in
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central asia 480 930 is examined in depth as is also
its impact on local society and the distribution of
precious metals from there to china india and south
east asia asia minor and via the trans pontine steppes
to europe it also explores the impact of this flow of
sassanid islamic silver and gold on european mining and
monetary systems when that trade was at its height 560
930 and the response of the europeans to the great
osilver famineo occasioned by the collapse of central
asian production 930 1125 es gibt nun eine neue
publikation die alles zusammenfasst was wir derzeit
uber die grundlagen der mittelalterlichen munzpragung
wissen uber die metallerzeugung und die pragung a eine
fundgrube an interessanten hintergrundinformationen a
dieses buch ist ein absolutes muss fur jeden der sich
intensiv mit mittelalterlichen munzen und der damit
verbundenen handelsgeschichte beschaftigen will munzen
revue vol 2 afro european supremacy 1125 1225 vol 3
continuing afro european supremacy 1250 1450 franz
steiner 2001

The Expedition for the Survey of the
Rivers Euphrates and Tigris 1850

this is an annotated list of about 7500 names of plants
mostly latin binomials that have been generated during
the last 200 years as a result of the activities of an
official spanish expedition devoted to natural history
that began its work in mexico in 1787 and closed out
its work in the new world in 1803 the relevant names
whether officially published or existing only as
manuscript names are those that usefully can be
documented to some degree in order that a researcher
may hope to identify the plant to which a name applies
identification of the plants may be possible if their
original geographic source is known if an associated
carefully drawn description detailed illustration or a
preserved specimen is available or from a combination
of the above
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Encyclopedia of the Antarctic 2007

The Lewis and Clark Expedition Day by
Day 2018-04-01

Ethnological Results of the Point
Barrow Expedition 1892

Journal of H.M.S. Enterprise, on the
Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin's Ships by Behring Strait,
1850-55 1889

Report of the Eclipse Expedition to
Caroline Island, May 1883 1884

Pylos 425 BC 1979

The Swedish Cyprus Expedition 1934

Documents of the Coronado Expedition,
1539-1542 2012

Thayer Expedition 1870
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Narrative of the North Polar
Expedition 1876

Report on the Proceedings of the
United States Expedition to Lady
Franklin Bay 1888

Report on the Proceedings of the
United States Expedition to Lady
Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land 1888

International Indian Ocean
Expedition, USC&GS Ship Pioneer, 1964
1965

Report of the Eclipse Expedition to
Caroline Island, May, 1883 1884

Narrative of the Canadian Red River
Exploring Expedition of 1857 1860

United States Exploring Expedition:
atlas] Herpetology atlas 1858

Upper Air Soundings During Atlantic
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Trade-Wind Expedition, 1969 1973

Journals of ... Kemble, brigadier-
general in command of the expedition
to Nicaragua, 1780-1981. Orders of
Brigadier-General Stephen Kemble,
1780-1781. Documents and
correspondence, expedition to the
Spanish Main and Nicaragua,
1779-1781. Index 1885

The Journals of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition: April 7-July 27, 1805
1987-06-01

The Peloponnesian War 2009-06-11

Pylos and Sphacteria 425 BC
2013-12-20

Military History of Late Rome,
395–425 2021-01-18

Mining, Metallurgy and Minting in the
Middle Ages: Asiatic supremacy,
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425-1125 2001

Nature 1892

Nature 1892

Ag Viewpoint of Central New York 1996

Account of an Expedition from
Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains
1823

The "Marion" Expedition to Davis
Strait and Baffin Bay 1931

Botanical Results of the Sessé &
Mociño Expedition (1787-1803) 2000
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